Superior sagittal sinus thrombosis in a case of Mixed Connective Tissue Disease
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DESCRIPTION

A 21-year-old man presented with fever and left-sided chest pain since 4 days. His medical and family history were insignificant, with no history of rheumatological disease.

On examination, he was tachypnoeic (with a respiratory rate of 28/min), tachycardic (with a pulse of 120/min), febrile (with a temperature of 101°F) and had a stony dull note on percussing the left side of the chest, with decreased vesicular breath sounds on auscultation on the same side.

X-ray of the chest revealed bilateral pleural effusion (figure 1) which was aspirated and was found to be exudative in character, and there were 2100 cells, of which 65% were neutrophils; pleural fluid Adenosine Deaminase, Gene Xpert, culture, staining and cytology were negative. Blood culture was negative, and his complete blood count showed leucocytosis. Erythrocyte sedimentation rate was 65 mm/hour, Antinuclear Antibodies(ANA) was 4+ (speckled pattern) and C3, C4 levels were low, anti-U1RNP antibody was positive, anti-Sm antibody was positive, anti-Ro antibody was positive, anti-La antibody was positive; whereas anti-Scl70 antibodies, anti-Jo-1 antibodies, anti-CCP(cyclic citrullinated peptide) antibodies, p-ANCA (Antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies) and c-ANCA(Antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies) were all negative. CT of the chest and abdomen showed enlargement of cervical, axillary, mediastinal, abdominal and inguinal lymph nodes. Lymph node biopsy was done, and the histopathological analysis showed reactive lymph nodes with no features of necrosis/granulomas, and it was not suggestive of malignancy/tuberculosis. In view of the serological features, a diagnosis of mixed connective tissue disease (MCTD) was made. He was started on prednisolone, after which his fever and symptoms improved.

Figure 3  MRI brain (T1 sequence postcontrast—coronal view) showing normal opacification of the left transverse sinus whereas sagittal sinus (yellow arrow) is non-opacified, suggestive of superior sagittal sinus thrombosis.
A month later, he presented with headache which was continuous in nature, dull aching, bifrontal in location, without phonophobia or any postural variation, associated with multiple episodes of projectile vomiting. Examination showed a positive Kernig’s sign, bilateral brisk deep tendon reflexes and plantar responses were extensor bilaterally, with normal funduscopy. His MRI brain was suggestive of superior sagittal sinus thrombosis (figures 2 and 3). His thrombophilia profile was negative. It was concluded that his MCTD contributed to the development of superior sagittal sinus thrombosis.

MCTD is an overlap syndrome that includes features of systemic lupus erythematosus, systemic sclerosis and polymyositis and is associated with the presence of anti-U1 RNP antibodies. Incidence of pleural effusion in MCTD is 50% which is usually exudative, and PMN(polymorphonuclear leukocytes) cells predominate. The most common neurological feature of MCTD is trigeminal neuropathy, with cerebral venous sinus thrombosis not being described in literature. We believe our patient is the first case of MCTD in whom cerebral venous sinus thrombosis has occurred.
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Learning points
► Cerebral venous sinus thrombosis is a very rare neurological manifestation of mixed connective tissue disease.
► Headache in the background of mixed connective tissue disease can be due to superior sagittal sinus thrombosis and should not be ignored as a vague symptom. It merits further evaluation.